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Input from advertisers

“ ในเมื่อ Trend คนด ูDigital TV มาแล้ว 
Mindshare แนะน ามาเลยวา่ควรแบง่งบมาใช้เทา่ไร”
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Input from advertisers

“กลุม่เป้าหมายเรา เป็นคนกรุงเทพ Digital TV จะใช่หรือ”
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Input from advertisers

“ผมไม่เคยดTูV เลย คนยงัด ูรายการTVอยูห่รือ 

ตอนนีd้igital TV ช่องไหนดี มาแรง ”
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FRAGMENTED AUDIENCE

From mass audience to niche audience and 

now to individual audience

The growth of cable and satellite TV in recent 

years, the launch of digital TV, together with the 

proliferation of online VDO content have made 

media environment become more and more 

fragmented

So does media audience, they have been moved 

from the mass audience of key free-to-air stations 

to niche audience of cable/satellite channels and 

now to individual audience of online VDOs

A key challenge for marketers is how to catch up 

with these changes and make the most efficient 

advertising investment



Differentiate Ratings Against Target Group

F 15-24 M 20-29 A 15+
Upper BKK Up/Mid BU All

Tonight Show 4.0 3.5 4.5

Joh Jai 3.5 3.8 2.0

At 10 4.0 3.0 6.3

Fan Za Keela Mun 2.0 4.0 3.5

Thai Drama 8.0 6.0 10.0

% Rating



MULTI-SCREEN AUDIENCE 

New way of media measurement

TV is no longer the only screen but digital measurement is

separate from TV while advertisers need combined rating 

data to justify their investment.

Several initiatives to overcome this challenge such as 

Nielsen and ComScore cross-platform measurement in the

US since October 2012





Opportunities 

More channels to create PR and advertising 

strategy  

Audiences are now get used to choices of channel variety, no matter they are 

free-to-air, digital TV or cable/satellite. 



Opportunities 

Partnership with other screens

Audiences are now get used to choices of channel variety, no matter they are 

free-to-air, digital TV or cable/satellite. 







INFOLUST

When brands offer products into the market, consumers won’t look into 

brands who can just deliver ordinary information no more. Instead, they will 

seek for more physical excitements they can get from the information. 



YOUTH-TREPRENEUR

Going beyond this, today’s Thai youths are driven by their passion. In 

order to turn these young-generations into your own customers, what 

brands need to look to, is to seek for what inspires them to take on their 

financial freedom and responsibility, and then get your brands to aspire 

these youths.  
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